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Abstract. The microstructure and mechanical properties of ultrafine-grained (UFG) 

aluminum alloy Al5083 in different structural states were investigated. The UFG structure 

was formed by high-pressure torsion (HPT) technique. The UFG alloy exhibits high value of 

ultimate tensile strength (~ 725 MPa) but no ductility. Short-term annealing at 473 K and 

additional deformation by HPT to 0.25 of revolution at room temperature resulted in a slight 

decrease in material’s strength to ~ 653 MPa, which was ∼ 90 % of the value after HPT 

processing but provided ductility ∼ 2 %. Microstructure evolution during deformation heat 

treatment was investigated by transmission electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction 

analysis. Physical mechanisms to improve plasticity in correlation with microstructure 

evolution is discussed. 
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Introduction 

Aluminum alloys due to their high strength and performance characteristics have extensive 

application in the industry as a stamping and casting material. Al-Mg alloys are characterized 

by good weldability and high corrosion resistance in the atmosphere as well as in 

saltwater [1,2]. Mg content increasing up to 6% results in the strengthening of the alloys, at 

the same time it reduces the alloy’s ductile properties and corrosion resistance [1]. Besides 

alloying, Al-Mg series can be a strain hardened, but practically not strengthened by heat 

treatment [2]. 

Severe plastic deformation (SPD) allows the formation of unique microstructure and 

properties in bulk metallic materials [3,4]. Various SPD methods have been developed and 

examined in recent years, the results of this investigations have been analyzed and 

summarized in recent reviews [3,5–8].  

To date, the greatest interest has been focused on two SPD methods: equal-channel 

angular pressing (ECAP) and high-pressure torsion (HPT) [6–9]. ECAP is relatively easy-to-

implement method allowing to obtain bulk metallic samples which can be studied by standard 

mechanical tests. At the same time, HPT method, in comparison with ECAP, allows to create 
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materials with smaller mean grain size and higher degree of grain boundary 

misorientation [10]. In recent years, many studies have been performed on SPD-processed 

pure aluminum and aluminum-based alloys [11–18]. It was shown that SPD processing results  

in formation ultrafine-grained (UFG) structure providing high mechanical strength. 

Furthermore, in some cases, materials with enhanced mechanical strength demonstrate high  

ductility [17–18], although this is mutually exclusive properties for traditional metallic 

materials [19]. In [18] a new approach to improve plasticity while maintaining high strength 

of HPT-processed commercially pure Al was proposed. This approach is based on the 

modification of the annealed structure of the high-angle grain boundaries by a slight 

additional deformation by HPT after short-term low-temperature annealing. 

As it was shown for ECAP processed Al–Mg alloys, increase in Mg content from 0.5 to 

2 wt.% leads to grain grinding and increase in dislocation density [20]. The UFG Al–Mg 

alloys produced by HPT retained ductility at the acceptable level while Mg content is less 

than 2.5 wt.% [21]. Further increase in Mg content up to 4.1 wt.% results in decrease of 

ductility of HPT-processed alloy [22]. The increase of Mg content up to 4.5 wt.% completely 

suppresses plastic deformation in the HPT-processed material [21–22]. Thermal stability of 

nanostructured Al–Mg alloys remains unclear. One study found that Al–5Mg (wt.%) alloy 

treated by surface mechanical grinding has enhanced thermal stability of mechanical 

properties up to 475 K [23]. Another study found degradation of mechanical properties  

of Al–5.5Mg (wt.%) alloy produced by ECAP with an increase in the annealing duration at 

623 K [24].  

In this study the possibility of simultaneous increase in strength and ductility of the 

HPT-processed Al5083 commercial alloy by additional deformation heat treatment previously 

proposed in [18] was investigated. 

 

Material and experimental methods 

Al5083 commercial alloy (4.56Mg; 0.46Mn; 0.32Fe; 0.21Si wt.% in Al balance) was chosen 

in this study. The initial material was in a cast state. The structure was modified on the 

Walter-Klement HPT press to 10 revolutions at room temperature (RT) under a pressure of 6 

GPa. After HPT processing disks with a diameter of 20 mm and thickness of 1.6 mm were 

formed. The logarithmic strain of material at the middle of the disk radius was e ≈ 5.5 [25]. 

Additional deformation heat treatment included annealing at 333–723 K for 1 h and further 

HPT processing to 0.25 revolutions at RT under the same pressure, which corresponded to the 

extra logarithmic strain of e ≈ 1.5 [25]. 

The microstructure of the material was studied by transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) and X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD). The TEM studies were performed on a Zeiss 

Libra 200FE microscope. Thin foils for TEM observation were prepared by mechanical 

polishing followed by double-jet electropolishing. XRD analysis was performed on a Bruker 

D8 DISCOVER diffractometer in a symmetric θ–2θ scan modes using a parallel beam of 

CuKα radiation (40 kV, 40 mA). The scanning step was Δ2θ = 0.02 ° and the time of 

exposure was 0.5 s. The average size of the coherent scattering regions (C) and the level of 

microdistortion of the crystal lattice (〈ε2〉1/2) were determined via the full-profile Pauli 

simulation using the TOPAS 5.0 software. The dislocation density was calculated according 

to the following ratio [26]: 

𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑠 =
2√3〈𝜀2〉1/2

𝐶𝑏
,                  (1) 

where b = 0.286 nm is the Burgers vector for edge dislocation in Al.  

The microhardness (HV)  of the samples was measured via the Vickers method on a 

Shimadzu HMV-G21DT test machine. In addition, uniaxial tensile tests were performed at a 

constant strain rate of 5∙10-4 s-1. Dog-bone samples with the gauge length of 5 mm and width 
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of 2 mm were cut. According to the tensile tests, the average values of the yield stress (𝜎0.2) 

corresponding to 0.2 % of deformation, the ultimate tensile strength (𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆), the relative 

elongation to failure (δ), and the relative uniform elongation (δ1) were determined. Fracture 

surfaces of the destroyed samples were studied using the scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

Zeiss AURIGA at the accelerating voltage of 10 kV. 

 

Experimental results and discussion 

The stress-strain curves for Al5083 samples in different states are shown on Fig. 1. The initial 

state characterized by low tensile strength (𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆 ≈ 240 MPa) and high elongation to failure 

δ ≈ 10 % (curve 1 on Fig. 1). After HPT processing the ultimate strength of the material has 

tripled from ~ 240 to ~ 723 MPa, at the same time, samples demonstrated brittle behavior 

(curve 2 on Fig. 1). Microhardness of the material has tripled from ~ 780 to ~ 2180 MPa 

during HPT processing as well (Fig. 2(a)). Subsequent annealing of the HPT-processed 

material at temperatures up to 473 K results in minor decrease in microhardness (Fig. 2(a)). 

Further elevation of annealing temperature up to 623 K leads to the softening of the material 

as well as to rise in elongation (Fig. 2(b)). In the temperature range 473–523 K the 

microhardness decreased sharply (Fig. 2(a)). After annealing of at 473 K the ultimate tensile 

strength of the material was ~ 518 MPa, but there was no plastic deformation during tension 

(curve 3 on Fig. 1). The results of the mechanical tests of the material in different structural 

states are summarized in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Mechanical properties of the Al5083 alloy in different structural states. HV is the 

microhardness, σ0.2 is the yield stress, corresponding to 0.2 % of deformation, σUTS is the 

ultimate tensile strength, δ is the relative elongation to failure, δ1 is the relative uniform 

elongation 

State HV, MPa σ0.2, MPa σUTS,  MPa δ, % δ1, % 

Initial 780±3 120±2 240±5 11 8.8 

HPT 2180±8 725±1 725±2 0 0 

HPT + annealing at 473 K 1990±15 518±2 518±5 0 0 

HPT + annealing at 473 K + HPT 

to 0.25 of revolution 
1950±14 329±1 653±3 2 2 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Stress-strain diagrams of Al5083 in initial state (1), after HPT processing (2), after 

HPT processing and annealing at 473 K for 1 h (3), after HPT processing, annealing at 473 K 

for 1 h and additional HPT deformation to 0.25 revolutions (4) 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Microhardness dependance; (b) ultimate tensile strength, yield stress, and 

elongation to failure dependences of the HPT processed Al5083 alloy on annealing 

temperature 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 3. Fracture surface of the Al5083 alloy in initial state (a), after HPT processing (b),  

after HPT processing and annealing at 473 K for 1 h (c), after HPT processing,  

annealing at 473 K for 1 h and additional HPT deformation to 0.25 revolutions (d) 

 

The fracture surface of the initial material has an extensive zone of plastic deformation 

with a strongly pronounced relief structure (Fig. 3(a)). The fracture surface of the HPT-

processed material is shown on Fig. 3(b). As it is seen the relief of the surface is less 

pronounced: along with large pits there are smooth areas which is linear with the brittle 

behavior of the stress-strain curve and obtained fining of grain structure. The fracture surface 
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of sample after HPT processing and annealing at 473 K is characterized by a brittle fracture 

with an extensive net of cracks along the surface of the working part of the sample (Fig. 3(c)). 

There are no obvious traces of plastic deformation on the cracked surface.  

A threshold heat treatment that corresponds to annealing of the deformed material at 

473 K for 1 h was selected to additional deformation by HPT to 0.25 revolutions as it was 

proposed to commercially pure Al as an effective way to improve ductile properties [18]. As a 

result, an increase in the material's ultimate tensile strength from ~ 518 MPa to ~ 653 MPa 

and elongation to failure of 2 % were obtained (curve 4 on Fig. 1, Table 1). The fracture 

surface of samples after HPT, annealing and additional HPT processing is shown in Fig. 2(d). 

The fracture surface has, in addition to signs of brittle fracture, areas of plastic deformation in 

the form of pit failure formed by the nucleation and fusion of micropores. Also, there are no 

microcracks on the fracture surface.  

According to X-ray analysis annealing of HPT-processed sample leads to a significant 

decrease in the microdistortions of the crystalline lattice and enlargement of coherent 

scattering domains. Corresponding decrease in dislocation density can be estimated based on 

ratio (1). An additional HPT processing of the annealed structure resulted in a six-fold 

increase in the dislocation density from 1.1·1013 to 6.4·1013 m-2 (Table 2). Figure 4(a,b) shows 

TEM images for the HPT-processed material after annealing at 473 K and annealing and 

additional HPT processing. Structure of both samples is represented by equiaxed grains. 

Additional deformation of the partially relaxed (by annealing) material results in fining of the 

material's grain structure: the average grain size decreases from ~ 191 to ~ 135 nm which is 

well illustrated on the corresponding diagrams of grain size distribution (Fig. 4(с,d)). The 

TEM micrographs show that the grain interiors free from dislocation for both samples. It is 

most likely that the deformation-induced dislocation density was concentrated at the grain 

boundaries or near-grain boundary areas. This is also supported by fractography data, which 

did not reveal any obvious signs of intergranular destruction. 

The microstructural parameters obtained (Table 2) serve as a basis to estimate these 

hardening contributions according to the relations [27–29]: 

,2/1−= avGB Kd                  (2) 

,2/1

disdis GbLM =                 (3) 

where: K = 0.1 MPa m-1 is the Hall-Petch coefficient [30], dav is the average grain size, 

M = 3.06 is the Taylor factor [29], α = 0.33 is the dislocation interaction parameter [31], 

G = 26 GPa is the shear modulus.  

According to (2) and (3) decrease in average grain size and dislocation density increase 

during additional HPT processing leads to strengthening by ~ 43 MPa and ~ 35 MPa, 

correspondingly. However, the sum of these estimates is smaller than experimentally obtained 

strengthening Δσ0.2 = 190 MPa (Table 1). Our evaluations indicate that other strengthening 

mechanisms are possible in the examined material. For example, in [32–36] it was shown that 

in various SPD-processed aluminum alloys there is an additional contribution to strengthening 

due to the presence of grain boundary segregations. The only explanation of manifestation of 

plastic properties after additional HPT processing can be given on the bases of the model 

proposed earlier in [37]: the deformation-induced dislocations are formed in a dislocation 

pile-ups in triple junctions of high-angle grain boundaries; plastic deformation occurs through 

the emission of lattice dislocations from triple junctions of grain boundaries, the glide of the 

lattice dislocations across neighboring grains, their accumulation at and climb along the 

opposite grain boundaries. 
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Table 2. Microstructure parameters of the Al5083 alloy in different structural states. dav is the 

average grain size, C is the size of coherent-scattering domains, 〈𝜀2〉1/2 is the elastic 

microdistortions level, Ldis is the dislocation density 

State dav, nm C, nm 〈𝜀2〉1/2 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑠·1013, m-2 

Initial - - 0.00016 - 

HPT - 20 0.00084 9.4 

HPT + annealing at 473 K 191 203 0.00018 1.1 

HPT + annealing  

at 473 K + HPT to 0.25 of revolution 
135 139 0.0007 6.4 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 4. TEM micrographs of the HPT-processed Al5083 alloy after annealing at 473K (a), 

annealing at 473 K and addition deformation by HPT to 0.25 of revolution (b) and 

corresponding grain size distribution (c), (d) 

 

Conclusions 

HPT processing of the commercial aluminum alloy 5083 significantly increased the ultimate 

tensile strength of the material by ~ 3 times while its ductility suffered. An increase in 

ductility (up to ~ 2 %), while maintaining a high tensile strength, was obtained by additional 

deformation and heat treatment, which included annealing at 473 K for 1 h and HPT 

processing to 0.25 of revolution. TEM analysis of UFG material does not reveal intergranular 

dislocations which is in line with the results of fractography indicating a lack of intergranular 

destruction. The obtained combination of sufficient ductility (~ 2 %) and high tensile strength 

(~ 653 MPa) was obtained by introducing of an additional dislocation density into the grain 
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boundary or near grain boundary structure. The proposed approach suggests high potential for 

practical applications of the alloy studied and can be a universally effective way to achieve a 

combination of high strength and ductility for various UFG materials. 
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